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Abstract 

Collaboration amongst artists is powerful. Not only do artists enrich themselves 

and their foon, but the media created reaches observers on more levels. I have created an 

original concert combining artists' work. My contribution comes in choreography, 

staging, and dancing. My colleagues will be painting, singing, playing instruments, 

acting, performing poetry, and showcasing original compositions. I have entitled this 

concert "Collages." 
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I believe art empowers people. I came to Ball State wanting to live, breathe, eat, 

and sleep musical theatre. Once here, I found a home in the Department of Theatre and 

Dance. I have been in many productions as a dancer or an actor, sometimes a 

combination of both. One thing of prime importance I have learned is not to limit oneself 

in his field. I think most of the dance productions at Ball State, especially student shows, 

are too "safe." I do not think my peers take enough risks and challenges. Art has always 

been about the ability to push the envelope. I'm trying to do some things observers may 

consider "out there." I want to challenge myself and also the aesthetic of my peers. 

Additionally, arranging a concert is good practice for the professional world of an 

independent contractor. I promoted my event, choreographed it, made posters, designed a 

program, contacted people, ran a technical rehearsal, as well as created rehearsal 

schedules that accommodated twenty-five very busy people, including myself. Each piece 

in this concert was multi-faceted and inspired by my experiences. It was vital to me that 

all of the pieces were not just "out there" for the sake of being weird, but that they were 

communicative and expressive, at least for me and my performers. 

In the summer of 2002 I shared a class with a fellow dancer, Joy Rhoades. I asked 

if! could create a solo for her. I had never choreographed before and the sole purpose of 

creating this dance was to have something to do. We began meeting once a week and I 

created a short solo for her. The next issue was, naturally, music. I didn't have a meaning 

for this piece when I created it, and one did not evolved at all. As we were rehearsing, I 

brought in different music and would tell Joy to either dance with, against, or just 

disregard musical tempos altogether. The choreography was just a framework and I 

wanted specifically to see how she felt while doing a certain step on a certain day. The 



end product was amazing. I knew that this piece needed live, unassigned music. I asked 

my best friend Pearl Rhein to play her violin and improvise for the solo. I thereafter titled 

the piece "Catharsis." As the title suggests medicinal purgation, the dance and the music 

both had an element of spontaneity. I am more interested in process of creation than end 

product. Ibis piece says the process is more important than the product. We performed 

this piece in the fall for a very informal student showcase, Works-In-Motion. When I 

decided to create a concert of my own, this piece was the first thing to flash into my 
, 

mind. In addition, this time we added an element; a painter. I recruited close friend and 

art student, Patrick Wasson. We set up a horizontal canvas in the back of the dance 

studio, and he painted gestures inspired by the music and the dancer. The synthesis of 

three art forms is present, two ethereal, one permanent. The audience sees how each 

inspires the other. 

My first idea for costuming this piece was red. The red tied back into the idea of 

catharsis for me, following the definition of a medicinal bloodletting. However, this was 

simply not possible. I couldn't fmd a red full skirt or dress for the dancer. What I did end 

up doing however was putting her in a leotard and peach colored skirt. Pearl wore a 

peach dress and the painter used rust colored oil based paint. In staging this piece it was 

very important to me that the three interacted clearly. I didn't want to have the painter in 

the back and the musician at the front. Pearl played violin and moved throughout the 

space; however Patrick could not easily relocate himself. To make sure he received equal 

sway, I asked that all of them make eye contact. We made the lighting of this piece a 

neutral brightness, with an addition of a center spotlight when there was a moment in the 

center. 



The second piece in the concert was an aria sung by a close friend, Kira 

Christiansen. I wanted to have singers as well, and Kira's beautiful voice and polish as a 

performer made her the perfect choice. We selected the aria because of the nature of its 

text in relation to the third piece; it seemed like a good lead-in. The piece was "Oh! 

Quand Je Dors," by Franz Liszt. It was at the final dress rehearsal when I realized that the 

piece was not in English, and that a translation needed to be added to the program. The 

accompanist for the piece was the ever-talented Pearl Rhein, violin player for the first 

piece. Kira wore cream colors, and the lights were cooler, dimmer, bluer and overall 

softer to create a calm effect. 

A translation of the text follows: 

Oh when I sleep approach my bed 

As Peterarch did appear Laura 

And as you pass touch me with your breath 

At once my lips will part 

On my glum face where perhaps a dark dream 

Has rested for too long a time 

Let your gaze lift it like a star 

At once my dream will be radiant. 

Ah, then on my lips 

Where though flits a brilliance 

A flash of love that God had kept pure 



Place a kiss and transform from angel into woman 

At once my soul will awaken 

Oh, come! As Petrarch did appear Laura. 

In the fall of2002, I took Introduction to Performance Studies and the class 

changed who I was as a performer. It opened my eyes to all sorts of new performance 

media and the types of scripts we bring onto the stage. When I planned this concert, one 

of my fIrst instincts was to approach Judy Yordon, the professor, and ask her to perform. 

I wanted someone to be performing a text not intended for stage, and who better to ask 

than the woman who literally "wrote the book." Judy said no when I asked. Immediately 

after she retorted with, "I will perform if you choreograph to it." A friend of mine, 

Kimberly Blake and I had talked of doing a duet and already had a few movement 

phrases; this seemed like a good combination. I told Judy that I would dance in it myself 

and the poem would have to be appropriate for a man and a woman. She recited 

Gwendolyn Brooks' "To be in love" 

To be in love is to touch things with a lighter hand 

In yourself you stretch 

You are well. 

You look at things through his eyes. 

A cardinal is red. 

The sky is blue. 

Suddenly you know he knows too. 



He is not there but you know you are 

Tasting together 

The winter or light spring weather. 

His hand to take your hand is ovennuch 

Too much to bear. 

When he shuts a door 

Is not there. 

Your arms are water, 

And you are free 

With a ghastly freedom. 

You are the beautiful half 

Of a golden hurt. 

You remember and covet his mouth 

To touch, to whisper on. 

Oh, when to declare is certain death. 

Oh, when to apprize is to mesmerize. 

To see fall down 

The column of gold 

Into the commonest ash. 

Having studied the perfonnance of poetry as a part of perfonnance studies, I was 

aware of certain conventions an actor would face in presenting this poem. The most 

important questions are 'who is speaking, to whom, and why?' Since the poem's narrator 



is an unspecified speaker, we can only assume that she is relating her memories. The 

poem is about a relationship, presumably between a woman and a man, which ended 

when she told him he was in love. (Examine the text "Oh, when to declare is certain 

death.") As far as the other two questions "to whom and why" is the narrator speaking, 

these issues were out of my control. I was not the one performing the poetry, so I might 

have made different choices than Judy because an audience or an intent is not clearly 

defined in the poem. I decided for my presentation that the girl, Kim and the actor, Judy, 

are bifurcating the role. That is Judy is speaking the poem in the present and the dance 

symbolic of the course of the relationship. This dance is the moving feeling of her 

memory as she takes the audience through her memory. We see Judy the performer get 

caught up in her own memories as she watches the dance and remembers this beautiful 

and painful time in her life. My next decision was how to interlay the poem and the 

dance. I split the poem up into its primary cadences. A primary cadence in a poem is a 

sentence or a complete thought. In performing poetry, you do pause at the ends of lines, 

but you don't put punctuation. Punctuation would suggest a complete thought, however if 

it is written in two different lines, the poet probably has a reason for doing so. When you 

are performing poetry that is in free verse and loosely metered, and you do not insert line 

breaks, then how will it sound and be different from prose or dialogue? The line breaks 

allow the music of the poem to come through. Originally I intended on using music as 

part of this piece, but then I listened to the poem itself and decided it had all of the 

rhythm necessary. 

It was a good challenge to create a dance that would clarifY this poem. In my 

perception, at base there is just a story of an experience- a lost love. The poem tells the 



story aurally and the dance tells it visually. The most important consideration I had in the 

visual telling of this story is how to perfonn the fulcrum. The fulcrum, being the major 

change in a poem, is the line "when he shuts a door." When perfonning a poem, a good 

way to indicate the fulcrum could be to sit or stand, change body position, vocal quality 

or ~xpression. In choreography, I showed the fulcrum by having a dancer leave, so that 

the piece, which had until now been a duet, is a solo. Later on, the male dancer re-enters 

on the lines "You remember and covet his mouth." I wanted it to be very clear that he is 

not actually there. The couple has separated and as the text demands, she is 

"remembering." When the male re-enters he is dressed all in black and there is a lighting 

change. I think this effectively communicates that he was not present and she is thinking 

of him. At the end the girl has been left by her lover, and she looks to herself- the older 

version who has been sharing her memories the entire time. The audience sees the 

speaker look away from her memories- the entire experience has left her cold. 
, 

In the evolution of this piece, one key element appeared. Judy Y ordon suggested 

that she should perfonn the poem first in its entirety so the audience has a chance to 

perceive the meaning and the rhythm of the piece. For costumes we chose light colors, 

creams and whites, as well as, gem-toned blues for my costume and the lighting. I wanted 

it to have a pure yet romantic feel. When the memory of her lost love re-enters, he wears 

all black to suggest that he is a different self. I understand that black is suggestive of 

death, however I decided this would most clearly show the change in his demeanor and 

the loss she felt. In a way is he not dead to her? This piece had special meaning to me and 

was my first experience choreographing without music and with a dancer en pointe. 

I carne across Rebecca Gilman's Spinning into Butter in the summer of 2002. 



This dramatic piece has many racially charged moments. After taking Dr. Connoly's 

Honor's 199- race and ethnicity, my definition of racism changed drastically. I remember 

calling this class "how to be white." It was an average class, about twenty students, 80% 

perceptibly "white" and middle upper-class. The conversations in this class would 

infuriate me. It seemed to me that most people in the class had many preconceived 

notions about their fellow man, and what's worse, were unaware of them. When I read 

Rebecca Gilman's play, it struck a cord. Not only are the characters openly racist, but 

they know they are and prefer their prejudices to rather than change. I knew I wanted to 

use this play in some aspect for my show, especially after viewing how many students, 

not different from myself, are unconsciously prejudiced. I selected clogging to go with 

the monologue for several reasons. Clogging to me is a "Caucasian" art form. 

Interestingly enough however, it borrows rhythms and steps from different cultures, 

especially from African culture, however, African- American cloggers are rare. African 

American cloggers may be as rare as African American country artists as a matter offact. 

In the monologue, we have a woman, actress Lynn Downey, talking about a period in her 

life when she was trying to be accepting of African Americans. She found she couldn't. 

The woman sought treatment to help her overcome her prejudices, but to no avail. In the 

end she felt untrue to herself. In my mind the clogger and the actress are the same person, 

only separated by time. The clogger, danced by Annie Turpin, is the narrator's perception 

of herself when she was "cured" of her racism. This could have been more clearly 

communicated by identical or undeniably similar costuming; however that wasn't 

possible. 

I asked Annie to show me some steps. We created a pattern of steps. I have never 



ended up being Charlie Chaplin. lbis piece uses counterbalancing to build kinetic 

tension, and in tum, catapult another person across some distance, just as if I were pulling 

someone across a puddle. The music is Fantasia by Alonso Mudarra, played by Julian 

Bream on guitar. I wanted to create a sort of black and white film effect so we started in 

the dark with white lights flickering and gradually this built to full white light. The 

costumes we wore were black and white with an art deco feel. I included this piece 

because I learned a great deal from my partnership with Hilary about contact 

improvisation, which relies strongly on weight sharing- the theme of this piece. To me 

the piece is about a new friendship, finding new commonalities with another and working 

together. To establish a relationship with another dancer requires enormous trust and 

building a relationship very quickly, this piece to me does just that. 

I found a recording of Jom Mitchell singing "One Tin Soldier" and fell in love 

with it. As a student against the war, I felt powerless in the fall. lbis song made me feel 

strong. It reminds us that peace is our greatest treasure, and asks us if we should fight to 

create peace. I especially like the song because it is non-specific. It could relate to a 

national war, or even the way one person approaches his life. The singer was a good 

friend of mine, Andrea Prestinario, who shared many of my political standpoints. Her 

singing the piece let both of us get our perspectives out without preaching. I asked her to 

wear a sort of relaxed "Lillith Fair-esque" outfit, and imagine that she is sitting around a 

campfire telling a story to friends. 

In the program, I defined "Vicissitude" as an "unpredictable life fortune." lbis 

piece has a special meaning to me. It was due to life fortunes that I found myself at Ball 

State studying dance. lbis piece is about being stuck, impeded and literally, blinded by 



had a clogging class, but I was listening for sounds that created a dramatic build. From 

this we created short phrases and I gave her cues from the monologue. For the actress, we 

worked to separate the monologue into sections. As a group, we discussed the 

performance analogue. It was vital to me that the c10gger maintained a false "pageant" 

smile. lbis was critical because I wanted the c1ogger's expression artificial looking to 

reflect how the narrator remembers herse1fwhen she was "cured." I liked this piece 

because it was open-ended and took people off guard. The audience found the narrator 

amusing and when she started making racist comments, an audible hush fell over the 

crowd. I was working for specificity in this piece. I found out later that much of my 

audience did not understand that the dancer and the narrator were supposed to be the 

same person. The only criticism I received the entire night was "I wish the c10gger had 

been black." As I said earlier I wanted them to be wearing painfully similar costumes, but 

we got as close as we could. Whereas the audience did not understand clearly that the 

conflict was an inner pain in the narrator, the audience did perceive conflict. It was vital 

to me that the piece was actually about the conflict of perspectives and not "some girl 

clogged and the other one doesn't like black people." I also proudly say that some people 

did understand that the two women represented one woman at different points in her life. 

"Charlie and Ooma Converge on a Puddle" came from a unique partnemership I 

made with a dancer, Hilary McDaniels- Douglas during my sophomore year at school. 

We began working together on a series of duets. After a period of time, we got tired of 

dancing other people's choreography, and decided it was time for us to create a work for 

ourselves. lbis piece was inspired by a bit of a film clip. It was very short and just 

featured a nice young man helping a woman jump over a puddle. That nice young man 



the combination of a new enviromnent and personal ignorance. I perfonned this piece 

myself and it was the most challenging work I have ever danced. The movement itself is 

not exceedingly challenging. However, with the addition of a blindfold, I found myself 

paralyzed. To walk across the floor blindfolded took enough of a leap offaith that I was 

not sure I could do the piece. The inspiration for the blindfold came from the life of an 

ABT ballerina who, due to a degenerative disease, is losing vision. Joy Rhoades 

choreographed this piece, and the vision was all hers. It came about because she thanked 

me for choreographing "Catharsis" for her, and then said "if there's anything I can do .... " 

I requested a solo in return. There were many times I almost pulled this piece from the 

show. The blindfold seemed like too much of a challenge. The loss of my vision made me 

afraid to move with all of my capacity and this was more than I could tolerate. It took 

some searching, but I decided to go for it, with one change. The piece would be danced in 

silence so that Joy could stop me at any point if! was in danger. I am thankful I went 

through with this piece. After all, what I do, and have done as an artist is take blind leaps. 

If you are afraid to jump into the unknown, then life becomes stagnant. Performing this 

piece, I found myself thinking not about choreography, but thinking, "don't be scared. 

Who cares if you jump into a wall? You'll be alive." Near the end of the piece, the 

blindfold comes off, and I realize what has been holding me back. When it comes off, I 

move freely. It's not until the end when I see the audience and realize I wasn't alone. 

There were others there watching me and they didn't help. Or maybe they too were 

blinded. 

The movie version of the hit Kander and Ebb musical "Chicago" swept the 

Oscars. In the past few years, movie musicals have shown a return in Hollywood to the 



filming of stage shows. For me, this is of huge importance. My first love is musical 

theatre, and since then I have been exposed to other types of performances, one of them 

happens to be film. I never considered moving to LA or having anything to do with 

Hollywood, before college, and now it is a serious consideration. A close friend of mine, 

Carrine Uslar, re-created the Cell Block Tango from "Chicago" for her final presentation 

in an advanced directing class. She used a projection screen and played short films of the 

murders taking place during each of the murderesses' monologues. She recruited me as a 

choreographer, and we began working. This was exciting for me because I have worked 

more in musical theatre than in any other form, but never as choreographer. This was a 

challenge for me. I had the distinct responsibility of showing each woman's personal 

story. These rehearsals were probably the hardest due to schedule availability and the 

limited amount of dance training the women had. However, those rehearsals were more 

fun because of the great attitudes these people had. They made it fun. I knew immediately 

I wanted to incorporate the use of a folding chair as a prop to create levels in height as 

well as lines in the stage. It also was in homage to one of my mentors, Nat Home. 

Choreography became more diverse because there was a moveable set and options for 

levels. For the performance, we did not have a live musician, so we decided to use the 

movie soundtrack. This wasn't ideal; but it did create humor. This piece was a last minute 

addition simply because I finished the project for Carinne and the end product was well 

received, so I asked the performers if they would be willing to come dance as a preview 

for Carrine's examination. Two weeks before the performance however one of the girls 

sprained her ankle and was out of commission for an indeterminate amount of time. On 

the rehearsal tape there is a different performer. Jamie Marshall (assistant director and 



choreographer) standing in for Natalie Sallee who injured herself. Natalie was healed for 

our perfonnance. Jamie learned the choreography I set on the girls so that when they 

needed cleaning or had forgotten the steps, Jamie could step in. My first attempt at 

musical theatre choreography challenged me because I had to teach exact counts to a 

group. This meaus deciding before rehearsal exactly what I wanted. Nonnally I like to 

improvise and teach a phrase, and then change it to suit the perfonners before using 

music. 

The closing piece in the concert was a two-year collaboration slowly realized. I 

met Justin Darrow as a freshman in college. We always brainstonned about working 

together on a dance piece with electronic and upright bass. About a year and a half later, 

he gave me a rough music CD. The music was a collage with a loosely significant text 

strewn over the top, as well as a few recognizable recurring themes. I desired to create a 

dance piece using males, who were not "dancers." I cherish BSU's male dancers, 

however, having come to school not dancing and becoming a dancer made me want to 

use guys who typically "don't dance." I know so many positive and enthusiastic theatre 

students who want to dance. Also, I was tired of seeing "the same thing" all of the time in 

any student choreography show. A typical show contains at least three "pretty" pieces; 

girls in slips doing arabesques and kicking their legs high for no real reason. I wanted to 

create something that was undeniably male. The best way to do this was to clothe the 

men in as little as possible, so that their maleness was certain. I made audition posters and 

from them got four guys who were interested. The willingness and the enthusiasm of 

these men was amazing. One was very short, another medium height and very thin, 

another about average height and weight, and the fourth was taller and a little heavy. The 



way these men naturally move was an inspiration to me because they all have their own 

way of moving which is unique to their personality. One appeared more effeminate than 

the others and I found myself struggling with ways to make him look more "male." That 

is when I realized that he is male. If I think he appears a little "girly," that is a societal 

definition that I have because of prejudices about what is masculine looking and what is 

feminine. From that point on, the piece to me was about society's definitions of gender. I 

decided to recruit two girls as well as the four boys. The music talks about a girl, one in 

particular so I decided a girl is the key of the piece. The music calls her a "real hot chick" 

and I thought immediately of my roommate Katelin, dance major and admittedly "real 

hot." The other female dancer, a close friend we all call Star, appears very androgynous. I 

played this up by putting her in a costume that is, in essence a burlap sack that could not 

flatter anyone. I wanted her to appear gender neutral. I then created three duets. The first 

was between a male and the "hot chick", the second two males, and the third the two 

women. It was important to me that these duets have a lot of contact, but no real sexual 

content, because to me the duets were in no way sexually driven. One would think that 

we might see the two men dancing together as effeminate and two women as masculine, 

however this was not the case. The men were strong and grounded, and the women had a 

lightness and beauty. I wanted to sort of go for shock value and then have people realize 

that it was not about sexual preference. The piece came to a culmination when I had the 

idea to use an additional element. I wanted to somehow show or realize onstage what the 

perfect person might look like. Our society is obsessed with perfection. I added a 

mannequin. The mannequin is carried out and all movement stops. Next the "hot chick" 

dances with the female dununy in a sort of hero worship way. After that the dancers set 



the dwnmy up on a pedestal and dance around it and then they leave their separate ways, 

leaving the stage bare with the dwnmy on it. It is in this moment that I want the audience 

to realize one simple fact. They are all worshipping this symbol of perfection and guess 

what? It's plastic. Unfortunately, this section was not preserved. I had two cameramen 

taping my concert, and one tape ran out seconds before the entrance of the marmequin 

and the second is lost somewhere in the bowels of the dance office. 

This was, by far the hardest piece for me. I had to spend much time teaching the 

men how to support each other's weight before I could even create choreography for 

them. The rehearsal schedules were the toughest to get together, often I found that I was 

creating duets with my assistant choreographer, Annie Turpin and then teaching the 

dancers as soon as a free minute could be spared. It took a long time to get everyone 

taught and cleaned and it was the technical rehearsal before I saw it in its entirety. The 

most difficult part of the whole process for me was actually working with my "dancers." I 

was often asking them to do things that they had not done before and they were not as 

open-minded as I could have hoped. I was extremely pleased with the end product, which 

I think speaks for itself. 

Needless to say the last few days before the show were a mess of schedules, 

arranging costumes, fInal rehearsals, printing programs, adding technical components and 

getting everyone I know to come. I submitted the concert as well as rehearsals on 

separate tapes along with this thesis. The concert was recorded on the night of the show 

and the second tape is short clips of each of the pieces in rehearsal. Theses rehearsal tapes 

allowed me to review choreography at a later time, and show the evolution in each of the 

pieces. Both tapes are created for archival purposes and in no way were created as a 



substitute for attending the actuaI concert. Dance is the most ethereal art form. I edited 

them myself (in which I have limited experience) and they were taped by volunteer 

amateur cameramen. For the purpose of the thesis, they serve as a record of what the 

events looked like, but the feel and the spontaneity is simply not there. In the end the 

concert went off with what one person described as effortless, but which I know took 

tremendous preparation. I got to combine my love ofiiterature, music, dance, theatre, and 

painting in about fifty minutes in a concert, which I hope was as effective and expressive 

as I sought to make it. It now exists solely on tape, in memories, and a painting, which 

Patrick later finished. He made it into a collage. 
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I'm creating a piece for a concert and am looking fo; 6 (II 
more Male~ who arc !'40r;~nA~c.fR~, 

You read n'ght Non- Dancer~ I'n-' 1,-..-,1;;"," f,-" ,,,_,,,,1,- -.. , ... 1", ... ---- - ~ ~-------C'" -_ .. ~---'l'--- -----

feel comfortable in their skins and have some basic cxpo::ri,,; ;,", "r tk;uli ;.:,,1 
dance, whether it be showchoir, a musical, Luigi. _. whatever! 

My Requirements: 

• Ava,'lab"I"ty 'or weekly rehearsals and tho conr.nrt ;" 11,,";1 'iii". T"MA ... ,Ii ;"'n Ii \,. _.~. '. u. '"'t·" " ... "',' .. ' •. t£ ;".- ... ,,' '.'" 

a tech and a dress in the days before the concert. 1 he tent3tive d3le is 2::\<01. 

• 0 en a ava, a I lor a OUt UI IV~tl:::~~: n::Gii.l.~: G!i i'v1(Ut;fl / {'" ""J:!~: ~ P t ti I 'I bil'ty { Sch" ..' '" .. 'n~~ ... 

dress/tech late on the 26th• 

• Men willing to perform bare-chested, 

• Men comfortable with dancing in direct c.ontact with other dancers of the 
same gender, 

Contact me (Billy) via email WDBLANKEN@bsu.eduifyou 
are interested or for more info. I'll probably cast by body sizes in 
relation to the other dancers without an audition, I'm really only 
looking for six people so act fast 

'okay well maybe not naJced ... 
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- To Be in Love 

• 
M 

by Gwendolyn Brooks 

CD To be in love is to touch things with a lighter hand 
In yourself you stretch 
You are well. :PaL-\'-S' 

"YOU look 3t things through his eyes. 
~ A cardinal is red. 

JjA-ksky is blue. 
Suddenly you know he knows too. ~€ C+JOo ~ 

7He is not there, but you know you are 
Tasting together 
The winter or light spring weather. 

~His hand to take your hand is overmuch 

--;;:--""i;Too~m~uc:h~to~be;;rarr;..' ""''iTl!""2mZ..,.... _______ .;t.f"·.>av~c 
6> You cannot look IOto his eyes 
....... ~r.::a::;ui:se~ our ulse must not say what must not be said 

en e r,- ," uS cl ' 
Is not there. :::::> ~ J ~ -) \..< '1 'i 
Your arms are water, ,(..A. d.-.-
And you are free \ . " , 

-~ With a ghastly freedom. ~ (...1"vv\.5 c,.oL_ 
~ You are the beautiful half '\ J. -.L.'.\ /, .. \ ;") .J 
• Of' _en b"rt ~~ } I ~ 

\1~ 

~ You remember and covet his mouth ( ~c_ <;., ! 
'...2../ To touch, to whisper on. v--> ( / 

Oh, when to dElelare is certain death. ?; ~ I . / 
On, when to apprize is to mesmerize. C ·1 ~, ~. / 
To see fal/fown / \ 
Thecolull). of gold .-/ \ . 
Into the commonest ash. . /~ ~ . . 
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Catharsis 
Dancer. Joy Rhoades 
Violinist Pearl Rhein 
Painter. Patrick wasson 
Choreography: Billy Blanken 

Catharsis- a purgation of pity and fear. 

Ohl Quand Je DonI - liszt 
Singer: Kira Christiansen 
Accompanist: Pearl Rhein 

To Be in Love 
Poem written by Gwendolyn Brooks 
Performer: Judy Yordon 
Dancers: Kim Blake with Billy Blanken 
Choreography: Billy Blanken 

Race Relations 
a selection from "Spinning into Butter" by Rebecca Gilman 
Actor: Lynn Downey 
Dancer. Annie Turpin 
Staging: Billy Blanken 

Charlie and Ooma Converge on a Puddle 
Music:" Fantasia" by Alonso Mudarra 
Dancers: Hilary McDaniels Douglas and Billy Blanken 
Choreography by the dancers 

One TIn Soldier 
Music by Dennis Lambert and Brian Potter 
Singer: Andrea Prastinario 

Vicissitude 
Dancer: Billy Blanken 
Choreography: Joy Rhoades 

Vicissitude- unpredictable life fortunes 

~,ro 

The Cell Block Tango 
Music from Kander and Ebb's Chicago 
Director: Carinne S. Uslar 
Choreography: Billy Blanken 
Assistant Choreographerl Understudy: Jamie Marshall 
Dancers: liz Bolger, Taylor Burris, Kellie Harrison, 

Andrea Prestinario, Natalie Sallee, Sarah Weinstein 

Excursus 
Music: Justin Darrow 
Choreography: Billy Blanken 
Assistant Choreographer: Annie Turpin 
Dancers: Stavroula Arabatgis, Justin Brown, Ben Bucher, 

Bryan Luellen, Adam Freid, Katelin Ryan 
Excursus-an appendix or digression that contains 

further exposition of some point or topic, added as an 
appendix 

Andrew Wirtz donates his vocal quality There are two 
subjects in the piece. One is "the girl" and the other is 
Raul Jenkins. This piece is an exposition of the very 
ordinary thoughts of a young man. This piece u/l1izes 
spectral processing, granular synthesis, wave table 
shaping, exl9nded techniques on the double bass, 
and Max MSP It was assembled in DP3. 

Special Thanks: 
First and foremost, a very large thanks to the arlists who 

collaborated with me to make this concerl a possibility. Also 
to Sarah Mangelsdorf for helping me plan this event and truly 
making it happen. Thanks to the dance faculty, Judy Yardon 
and Hilary for sharing their talents and passions with me. 
The concert would not have come together without Suzette, 
the best stage manager and the person who created the 
pretty lights. A very special thanks to Dustin Collins for the 
crash course in lighting, and to John for the help with the 
posters and for being his amazing se~. I also wish to thank 
my family, friends, and people who believe that the arts 
liberate humanity. 
-billy blanken 



Collages-

TECH SCHEDULE 

~ 
~irR 

~1eIit!r:-miiT.1~IIt:,13en, Adam, Justin 

/-630 ~ re.'~.ns 
~d......me-_ 

~rI;§~----' 
7-?? PROOF CALLBACKS 

(<<eh ~t;hrJ1 J • 
\.\ s-J 01",(\ ...., ~ 

~ 

nzst-, ~ 0" 
~~ 

come as soon as you are done with PROOF, we will start at nine with whoever is there 

9 (tech Resumes) 

(in order of who has arrived) 

atrlck, 

CELL BLOCK TANGO- (those girls) 

One TIN SOLDIER- andrea and pearl 

~~l 

~~JO¥ 

full costume, makeup, you name it!! 

need anything call Billy at 937.206.5221 

or suzette at 260402 1938 

C -'dLl Q + 
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Collages-

TECH SCHEDULE 

5-530: To be in Love 
Billy, Judy, Kim 

530-6 E"eursus 
Katelin, Star, Bryan, Ben, Adam, Justin 

6-630 Race relations 
Lynn and Annie 

630-7 Cbarlie and Ooma 

7-???? PROOF CALLBACKS 
come as soon as you are done witb PROOF, we will start at nine witb whoever is tbere 

9 (tech Reswnes) 

(in order of who has arrived) 

CATHARSIS- Billy, Joy, Pearl, Patrick, 

CELL BLOCK TANGO- (tbose girls) 

One TIN SOLDlER- andrea and pearl 

OH!...,- Kim and pearl 

Vlciss ... Billy and Joy 

full costume, makeup, you name it!! 

need anytbing call Billy at 937.206.5221 

or suzette at 260402 1938 
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CatharsIs' ~ 

Dancer: Joy Rhoades &- D 
Violinist Pearl Rhein iNl ov ~ 
Painter: Patrick wasson C ~ t... V ~ <; 
Choreography: Billy Blanken 

Se.-+ LAy:> 

d \ \ rf\ O\.J 9-

Cd-V'-\J is J\-
Catharsis- a purgatign of pity and fear. 

Ohl Quand Je Dors - Liszt 
Singer: Kira Christiansen 
Accompanist: Pearl Rhein 

B.p -l-J 

':Vc ,3J l ..} 

r(\OUQ. 

pl~O 

IL,(::) 
On 

m 6V'£ P'd,r>o 
To Be in Love ------------ ,,~+-
Poem written by Gwendolyn Brooks 
Performer: Judy Yordon 
Dancers: Kim Blake with Billy Blanken 
Choreography: Billy Blanken 

Race Relations 
a selection from "Spinning into Butter" by Rebecca Gilman 
Actor: Lynn Downey 
Dancer: Annie Turpin 
Staging: Billy Blanken 

Charlie and Ooma Converge on a Puddle S (j \,Lnd 7 
Music:" Fantasia" by Alonso Mudarra ? 
Dancers: Hilary McDaniels Douglas and Billy Blanken 
Choreography by the dancers 

One Tin Soldier ~ P -I A h'1C>V 0.. r:>i';;\l.-c _ 
Music by Dennis Lambert and Brian Potter () 04-
Singer: Andrea Prestinario r f- A I'Y'O \J L 

Vicissitude ~ ..• -----
Dancer: Billy Blanken 
Choreography: Joy Rhoades 

Vicissitude- unpredictable life fortunes 

_I t.......-Q. . C ~N"lr~ ''"#to 

,~r --' '-",v' V • - Q.XII 

The Cell Block Tango Q, I \ \A A 50 I..AA.n.6. 
Music from Kander and Ebb's c';i;Jgo 
Director: Carinne S. Uslar 
Choreography: Billy Blanken 
Assistant Choreographerl Understudy: Jamie Marshall 
Dancers: Liz Bolger, Taylor Burris, Keilie Harrison, 

Andrea Prestinario, Natalie Sallee, Sarah Weinstein L' 
Q{( \S +dl<..;: C d'f) 

Excursus ,-..J 0~t 
Music: Justin Darrow ~I i ~ ~ 
Choreography: Billy Blanken 
Assistant Choreographer: Annie Turpin 
Dancers: Stavroula Arabatgis, Justin Brown, Ben Bucher, 

Bryan Luellen, Adam Freid, Katelin Ryan 
Excursus-an appendix or digression that contains 

further exposition of some point or topic, added as an 
appendix 

Andrew Wirtz donates his vocal quality. There are two 
subjects in the piece. One is "the girl" and the other is 
Raul Jenkins. This piece is an exposition of the very 
ordinary thoughts of a young man. This piece utilizes 
spectral processing, granular synthesis, wave table 
shaping, extended techniques on the double bass, 
and Max MSP. It was assembled in DP3. 

Special Thanks: 
First and foremost, a very large thanks to the artists who 

coliaborated with me to make this concert a possibility. Also 
to Sarah Mangelsdorf for helping me plan this event and truly 
making it possible. Thanks to the dance faculty, Judy Yordon 
and Hilary for sharing their talents and passions with me. 
The concert would not have gelled without the help of Suzette, 
my right hand, and the best stage manager a person 
could ask for. Thanks also to Dustin for the amazing lights 
and to John for the poster design and being his amazing self. I 
also wish to thank my friends, family, and people who 
believe that the arts liberate humanity . 

• 1i~!d (i:) ~k 
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tft.- Sho,., ~ '4' ~..£.di~ 
:r: !:~:els, canvas and plastic floor covering -,.J etf o.f 
-mannequin and stand need to be upstage left 1"', ....... _ 
-three folding chairs on stage left, three folding chairs on stage right. S~ 

CATHARSIS 
-lights Ul' then performers enter 
after bow, Billy and Patrick move off canvas, Pearl and Joy hold the curtains, Billy and Patrick go back for 
thetarp 

-Billy and Pearl move out the piano, IUra gets the bench 

OH! QUAND JE DORS 

-after bow, Pearl and Billy move piano, Kira bench wench 

-Judy goes out in "dark" lights come up and she begins 

TO BE IN LOVE 
-lights fade and Kim and Billy come out for second part 

-Billy and Kim come back out for Bow, lights fade. 

-Lynn comes out in dark, lights up for 

RACE RELATIONS 

-bow and lights down 

-Billy and Hilary set themselves in dark for 

CHARLIE AND OOMA 

NEED SOMEONE TO PUSH PLAY ON THE CD PLAYER!!!!!! 

-After bow, Pearl and Billy move out piano, Andrea moves bench, she sits for 

ONE TIN SOLDIER 

-Pearl and Andrea move off Piano and Bench, lights go down, Billy sets himself for 

VICISSITUDE 

-in the dark, the CBT ladies set their chairs and then perform 

CELL BLOCK TANGO 

-Ladies take chairs off in dark and then Men and Katelin and Star enter for piece in dark 

(Justin sets himself up) 

EXCURSUS 

And that's all! 
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Abass part for 434 • Justin Darrow 

Shaboobies and Shabo if you know 
3 

rit. 

hie Bass 

nah,... Shaboobies the Jenkins Af- ri- ka 

s ~~ pizz ~~ arco~ ___ 

9:-[ ~! I F E1 I I' ~ r r- ~ Ii 4 + * I -

:39 

yes from... pigmies 
, 

J .' Ii ~iJ ,J?je f Ii J r J r II @r IIJ 

I~ .. .'87 Cra-zy 

J rilE rEI U F J 
Pigmies 

3 

-
1:06 

:55 

in a tree 

money money 

• 
Trees in Afrika 

21 ~ 

9: r ~r Ilp~J I dllJ JIIJj~#-
~ lit: ~ ~» 

IrfrrfrljjEldCFp J I; J I I 
3 ---

1:14 

26 I went 

> > > >--

.J 
\.:I 

( ) It was... he was.§i. 

F f Q~ ~fg~f f ~ f; , IJ E IE - - - I I 

31 
real hot chick 
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36 
L right ... sayin Raul 

41 --
pigmies 

arco 1, .. 

L _-:.1":"1 ... -_ f1€ '& molto vib.free btl 
f= ~ I!: D: release on money 

· · · '1! · -& 

------.-" 
slightly after firstfog arco after 2nd 

46 

tJ: -
horn sound FHorn sound 
L.H. H.O. II 2:12 

1£ J - 1£ Jf 
ol\.she's a hottie dude she is a hot-teeee plus she's got money that's 

; B@@7aJJ'B@]Si@Jigood~. - II 
, > 

-}'>1:d,., ~, 
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-2- • ," ,';p",.' 
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Moderate Tango 

L 

N.C. ArJ 
~ rt.tPtNIE.-

Pop Six 

fl I 

~ 

(claves) 

},~o 
X 

(bass drum) 

t-J-a-t-
4tISr(A: 

I F I - :11 

Cic - er - 0 Lip - shitz 

, 

V: M: 

II~ 0 r -
1 r r t 

Cic - er - 0 Lip - shitz 

, .. 
11if 

,HIPII':. 

Squish 

\~l{ 1.;5"-1 
X )c 

L: A: 

r I r £ 1 

Pop six 

, 

Fm 
L: 

-
1 r 

Pop 

• ... 
, 

Words by FRED.EBB 
Music by JOHN KANDER 

UfJf!'J¥lt.i:K::. 

-
Vh - uh 

, 

, 

f~-
L \j~ 

>: .,>< Y 
. !)L t '.i'· \,-. 

J: H: 

r t 0
8 t 

Squish Vh - uh 

A: J: H: 

r r 0 
Six Squish Vh - uh 

1: 
== 

i: 

I I 

I • ov • 
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DI>6 
V : 

-
Cic - er 

, 

- 0 

,--3-----, 

.. :! 

v 

ALL C7+ 

(Except Hunyak): 
• 

.. 

-
He had 

>- -

• >-

q. ... 
had him - self 

q:t • r 
-

BPm 

I 

seen it, 

---"'I 

vi t" 

Fm c+ 
M : L A : : J : H : 

- , -
Lip-shitz Pop Six Squish Vh - uh 

,# • :;: ~ i: ii= 

I I 
: 

• 

F 
\\----

-
q.' 

it com - in', he had it 

-
~ q. r r , ... 

• 

F7 

'--' 

to blame._ If you'd have 

r q' f f ~ 
.l 

• 

C7+ 
I 

3---, 
I 

I 

I bet - cha you would have done 

3 I 
I i 

=f ,~. 

~ " . 

DI>6 
V : 

-
Cic - er -

, 

0 

c+ 
M : 

-
Lip-shitz 

,--3-----, 

.. 

v 

com -

~ 

• 

been 

~ 

the 

~ 

~ 

q., 
in', 

q. r 

..", 

there, 

""~r 

Fm 
(D S) ' . 

I 
same. 

, 

.. L-" • 

: 

,. 

-
he on - ly 

-
r .. 

• 

• -
if you'd have 

r 
. . 

, 

Pop Six Squish 

i: ~ i 
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Uh - uh Cic - er - 0 Lip - shitz Pop Six Squish Uh - uh Cic - er - 0 Lip - shitz 

,--3-----, 
~ 

po 

C/+ 
ALL 

I: ~ ,. 

f#-

i: 
== 

, 

:<; 

F 
(First time: Liz speaks her story) 
(D.S.: Annie speaks her story) 

, 

i: 

~ I (Except Speak,ers): _ 

f'i! i 'i i J J 11111: ~ .. qJ. 
j' hJ) J J 

He had it com - in', he had it 

.Il L • -
tJ it) P ~ q~ r r 

(p) 

· · 
~ • ~ 
". 

~~It ~ 
F7 , 

J qJ J J J I 1 ¥ ; J J h ___ 8 

had him self to blame._ If you'd have 

L 

ql ~ r r qf 
, t ~ 

: 

• ~. • ~. 

Bi>m/F Di>7 C/+ 

$~I ~ 
,--3_ 

J J J J J J1 r' j' =/1 =f I r h - • 
seen it, I bet - cha you would have done the 

I .--, i 

'r r ... Pj ~ 

· · 
• ~. ~ =6 

3 

!l!- ii: !I!- ,. -
(:L ,. 

~ 

J) 
qJ. 

j' 

, 
h; J J 

com - in', he on - ly 

-
~ 

q:<; r r 
• ~. 

Bi>/F , 

I J1 J. j' ; J J 
been there, if you'd have 

~ -.T l r 
• ~. 

IlFm C/+ 
, 

J J I J j' J1 

same. He had it 

-
11 • r ". 
• ~ . 

I 

:11 
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fl I 
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I 

Fm 

same. 

1 

.. 

F 

had 

q1 

.. 

a+ 
ALL : 

<'t) 
f 

• 

:I 

q~ 
him 

~ 

He 

a+ F -
q~' 

He had it com- in'. he 

-
r ~ q~ r r 

~. .. 

F7 

.... '-"' 

- self to blame._ 

r r q' 

~. .. 

D S (with repeats) 112 .. 
f.\ 

a+ F a+ - -
q~' 

had it com - in', he on . Iy 

.. 
.. '1 

~ 

~. .. 

c#7+ 
GROUPl : 

-
q~ r r 'io" 

~. 

II 
f.\ 

LIZ. spoken cue: So I took the 
shotgun off the wall andfired 
Ilvo warning shots into his head. 

f.\ 

f.\ 

II It 

had it ANNIE. spoken cue: You know. He had it 
some guys just can't hold their 
arsenic. 

f.\ " II II: 

" (~!) 
p 

f 
f.\ 



;#J. . # . 
com - in', he had it com- in', he took a flow - er in its prime. _ 

I 
x 

I 
x I D I 

x r I 
8 0 I I f I 

x 

I 
x 

I 
8 

3 
Pop Six Squish Uh - uh Cic - er- o Lip-shitz Pop Six Squish 

• -
) r r 

I 

• • • 

Bm 
\ -J """J , Jl J I jl r' j' Jl I J 

And then he used it, and he a - bused it. It was a 

I 
x I r I ~jn# D -x x "E1 f -

Pop Six 

~ It - - ......, 

# r I: ~ ~ ... ~r r I ~r r ..-
\ 

: 
• - • 

D7 C#7+ F~m N.C. (June speaks her story) 

'-11# \ 

J J J I J Jl ~ I - -, 
mur - der, but not a crime. 

-11# 
L: 

- IX j' D 
,x r L ! 

8 

D F' I r I ! 
3 

Squish Uh uh Cic - er - 0 Lip - shitz p Pop 

Jilt • I: :: I: 

~. ~ • ~ ~ p (percussion) 

--"--I , I \ 
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Six Vh - uh 

.. ~ !l 

, , 

, 

~#n# 
L: A: 

II: r I - I r 
Pop Six 

~ II !l 

, I 

M: 

r r - I x I 

Cic er - 0 Lip 

F#7#9 

§#U# 
(.\ ALL: , 

J - II ¥ J1 
JUNE. spoken cue: And then If you'd 
he ran into my knife. He 
ran into my knife ten times. 

~#j~# 
(.\ 

II~ 
, 

J - J1 

V: 

10 I" 
Cic - er - 0 

f 

r 
shitz 

B 

J II Jl 
have been 

J 
II J 

~ 

M: 

I r I" I 
Lip - shitz 

, 

H: 

I Ef l 
Vh - uh 

I 
Last time 

Repeat ad lib. L: 

:11 r l 
i 

Pop 

J. 't 

, 
J 

there. if 

ijf 
, 

j f 
J1 

- II 

, 

I 

-

J J 
you'd have 
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~.U# 
,-3-----' (Hunyak speaks her story) 

Jl Jl .. J I j j j J I J s F' 
, J r -

seen it, I bet - cha you would have done the same. 
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1/ It (except Velma): 

He 

1/ H 

" (p) 

J ;; . . 

.. II 

com -
com -

>I II 

#~ 

: 

>I II 

-6> 

self 
in 

1/ II 

#~ 
• 

I 

..I -

had 

#:? 
in' , 
in', 

:? 

to 
its 

I J I I 

J ..I J ..I - -

(Velma spedi.3 1Irl','_ ~JtI ,~ 

#:? 
it com - in', 

com - in', 

f~ :? 
(p) 

-, 

he on 
he took 

t 

-. 

blame. 
prime. 

## 

VAMP 

HUNYAK, spoken cue: 
Uh-uh. Not guilty. 

I I I I I . . 

J ..I J ..I J - -
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he had it 
he had it 
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#:? 
- ly had him -

a flow - er 
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If you'd have 
And then he 
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37 

(2nd time: Stop at Velma's line: "Veronica and Charlie doin' number 17, The Spread Eagle.") 

J 
there, 

it, 

1 J J • 
bet cha 

It was a 

- -

He had it 

"r 
• r 

J 
They had it 

~ B_ 

I, J J J I A r 
if 

and 
r 

you'd 
he 

have 
a 

seen it, ¥ bused it. 

1 r I 

- ~. - - ~. -
D7 C#7+ F# F#6 

I I J r I ,J J 0 « • 

you would have felt the same, 
mur der, but not a crime. 

I 

Iq-e- 1"'0' #r-~r 

T· I ~. 

_. 

F 

Spoken (Velma continues): Well, 1 was in such a state of shock, I completely 
blacked out. I can' t remember a thing! It wasn't until later, when I was 
washing the blood off my hands, I even knew they were dead' 

r:"I 

~J. 

-

r 

com - in', they had it com - in', they had it 

j' 

They had it COffi- in', they had it COffi- in', 
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J J J J I J '/ qJ ----

com in' all a - long._ 

. fl I --
Il) q~ ... 

they had it com - in' all 

~L 
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• q:l :t :t :I .. 
I \ 
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'~II ~ 
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J1 
p J Jl ,. "i J " I 

done it, how could you 

II ,~" ~ 7 
\ ; f J ) r' 

but if she'd done it. .. 

-'-

• " .. • • .. 

7J • • 

They had it 

• 11-11# 

I II It 
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a - long._ 
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tell me that 
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Jl f J 
I did - n't 
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C7+ 
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J 
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I Jl J. 7 
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J J J 
do it, but if I'd 

-
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She did - n't do it, 

~' • • • 

7J - -
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wrong? 

• 

:t 

• • 

com- in', they had it com - in', they had it 

\ R \ R 7 I; Jl , I;Ji iJ'l I 
#4- #4-

They had it COffi- in', they had it COffi- in', 
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¥ J ~ J I) J. i J1 iJ 1 

com in' all a· long._ I did· n't do it, but if I'd 

,-u# \ r i J 1 J ¥ iii J J~J • - #J 
liJJ) J1J. 

they took a flow . er in its prime. _ And then they used it... 
II l! 

#1 1 1 1 U J J J I It! ! ! ! 
: 

- - - - ~ - - - - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ -
Bm D7 C#7+ 

,-U# J1 J1 F J 1 

\ J J J r' i oJ i ~ 

F~m (Mona speaks her story) 

I,] -
done it, how could you tell me that I was wrong? 

,-U# 
ALL (except Mona): \ 

1- i if) 
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